Chapter Five: The Razor in the Apple

“Goodnight honey. Sleep tight and I’ll see you in the morning”
“Love you Mom. Leave it open a little, please?”
Even with the thin sliver of light from the hall, Sally was nervous. Her
room was dark, and the branches scratched on her window. The wind moaned,
rattling the trees like bags of bones, and the moonlight cast strange and
scary shadows on the walls. Though Sally could hear the muted voices from
the living room downstairs, punctuated by the occasional sound of canned
laughter, it was quiet, quiet except for the tapping and rattling outside.
Sally hunkered down into her covers. The smell of her newly washed blanket
offered little comfort. Her feet and palms were damp with sweat. The
scratching. The tapping. The moaning. Eyes wide, she looked around the room,
looking for something, anything that was out of place... anything.
Her Pretty Pony sat on her nightstand, her rag doll slumped on the rocking
chair, and her dollhouse was dark. The rocking chair... it moved!
Sally felt a scream try to claw its way out of her throat. She swallowed,
knowing if she didn’t sleep the night through, Mommy would be mad. Had to be
the cat. The cat. Yes. Of course. The cat. Naughty cat. The closet’s opening.
Naughty, naughty, naughty, naughty cat!
Sally slid down a little more, pulling her blanket up over her nose, just
under her wide, searching eyes.
The moaning, the scratching—that naughty cat.
The door slid open, inch by inch, little by little. The door to the hall drifted
closed. The room was dark. Sally suppressed a cry. And then she remembered...
Fluffy ran away... she hadn’t seen her naughty cat for days...
“MOMMY!”

Welcome to suburbia. It’s ordinary. It’s quiet and safe, with clean
streets and streetlights that hum in tune with the chirp of the
crickets. It’s a town where everyone knows everybody, where
Mr. Smith runs the family general store just off the square.
Neighbors grill hotdogs and hamburgers on warm summer
afternoons, light fireworks on Independence Day, have picnics
in the town park in between baseball games and soccer matches.
Here, no one worries about terrorists or politics. At Christmas,
everyone decks out their houses in lights to celebrate the season,
dropping off baked goods to their neighbors and giving a little
extra to the poor starving kids in China. And at Halloween, all
the kids dress up in costumes sewn by doting mothers or picked
up from the local store, going from house to house armed with
orange buckets to haul their ill-gotten gains.
It’s a nice place to live, a great place to raise a family. It’s perfect…
except for one small, ever so slight, itsy-bitsy problem. It’s so
insignificant, no one pays attention, no one admits it, and
certainly, no one believes it. What is it? Nothing… nothing at
all really… well… nothing except for the monsters. They’re real,
you see.
The Razor in the Apple is a setting for the True 20 Adventure
Roleplaying Game, inspired by a slew of great movies and books.

Those who’ve been around a little while probably have fond
memories of Goonies, The Sandlot, Silver Bullet and just about
every Spielberg movie with at least one smart mouth kid who
knows more than all the adults around him. But The Razor in
the Apple also stands on the shoulders of Nancy Drew and the
Hardy Boys, as well as darker fiction like Clive Barker’s The
Thief of Always. With the rules presented in this mini-game,
you can create all sorts of adventures. Whether you add more
fantastic elements such as a world of wizards or of talking lions,
or darker, more horrific elements, making the kids teens and
pitting them against such awful villains as Freddy, Jason and
Michael, The Razor in the Apple is your door to a weirder world
of adventure.
In this game, the players take the roles of children in a small
town. They must face the horrors of youth, squaring off against
the thing in their closet or the monster under the bed. They
might enter a haunted house on a dare, walk through a graveyard
at night or talk to the spirits in the woods. The Razor in the
Apple combines the essence of horror with the wonder of being
a child. It pits the innocent (or not so innocent) child against
the corruption of the world around them. While not great
knights, nor powerful wizards, nor stealthy thieves, children are
resourceful, quick and armed with incredible imagination.
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Meet the Kids
At the center of every The Razor in the Apple adventure is a
group of kids. These children are different from others of their
age. They’ve all had a brush with the supernatural, seen strange
things that made absolutely no sense and when they told their
friends and parents, nobody believed them. Perhaps the problem
stems from an overactive imagination, a preoccupation with the
fantastic, but then, maybe, just maybe, they really are seeing
monsters.
When creating kid heroes, The Razor in the Apple uses a process
similar to that used in the True20 Adventure Roleplaying Game.
All kids have six ability scores. They gain skills, feats and all the
other crunchy bits that make gaming fun. But while the process
of character creation follows the standard hero creation rules,
The Razor in the Apple has a few changes and adds a number of
flavorful elements to help bring the setting to life.

Common Traits

Archetypes
An archetype in The Razor in the Apple defines a stereotypical kid.
Since all kids use the kid role, archetypes help distinguish one
kid from another by providing general information as it applies
to the character’s inclinations and interests.
Since kids are basically wee adults, they are slightly disadvantaged
when it comes to assigning ability score points. All characters
in The Razor in the Apple begin with the following scores: Str –2,
Dex –1, Con –2, Int –1, Wis –1, Cha –1. They gain 6 points to
distribute as normal.
For example, Leslie wants to play a girl scout and decides to make
her little hero a real charmer. She places +3 in Charisma and +1 in
Dexterity, Intelligence and Wisdom. Her starting ability scores are
Str –2, Dex +0, Con –2, Int +0, Wis +0, Cha +2.

Bully

All kids have the following traits:

“Hey dork! Gimme your milk money.”

• Small. Kids gain a +1 Combat bonus and a +4 bonus on Stealth
checks. However, they can only carry three-quarters of what
an adult can carry, and they move about two-thirds as fast as
adults do (20 feet).
• One bonus known skill at 1st level.
• One bonus feat at 1st level (chosen from any of your
archetype’s available feats).

Swirlies, wet willies and beating up the nerds are all good fun.
Yours is the province of dispensing fear and terror. As the school
bully, you have few friends, none of whom you can call real
friends. The people you hang around tend to be more afraid of
you than actually like you. That’s ok though. You’d rather kids
fear you.
Abilities: Strength and Charisma are your two most important
abilities. Charisma is key because much of your power comes
from the threats you level, while Strength lets you make good
on them.
Harass (Core Ability): You may spend 1 Imagination point to
add your level to Taunt checks. See the Taunt feat in Chapter
Three: Feats of True20 Adventure Roleplaying.
Saving Throws: Bullies have a good Fortitude save and normal
Reflex and Will saves.
Skills: Choose 2 + Intelligence score starting skills (minimum
1). Bullies gain 2 + Int skill ranks per additional level.
Feats: Taunt. Plus, choose 3 feats from the General or Expert
categories.

The Kid Role
Unlike other True20 heroes, kids don’t select a role at 1st level.
Since kids don’t have the same capabilities as other heroes,
they all advance in the kid role. To provide some differentiation
between characters, they also choose an archetype, which grants
several special abilities and determines the starting number of
skills and feats.

The Kid
Level

Combat

Good
Save

Normal
Save

Popularity

1st

+0

+2

+0

+0

2nd

+1

+3

+0

+0

3rd

+1

+3

+1

+1

4th

+2

+4

+1

+1

5th

+2

+4

+1

+1

Cheerleader
“SoareyougoingtothebasketballgameIameveryonewho’sa
nyonewillbethereI’msurewecanbeatNorthdaletheysuckc
anyoubelievethehomeworkwegotIlovecandyareyougoing
tothebasketballgame?”

POPULARITY
Like reputation in True20 Adventure Roleplaying, popularity
reflects how well-known a character is. It is a measure of the
kid’s personality, achievements and how well other students,
teachers and parents regard her. Kids add their popularity
bonus to all Charisma-based skill checks made to interact with
teachers, kids and other kids’ parents (though not their own).
As well, a Narrator may make a secret popularity check to see
if a kid is recognized.

It’s all about school spirit! You love school! School is great!
Basketball is great! Candy is great! Johnny is cute! Fun! Life
for you is one great big blur. You delight in everything you do,
and it seems you’re never tired. Whether talking about boys,
gossiping about the ugly girl, some stupid boy’s striped socks,
or what was on your show last night, it seems you never run
out of things to talk about.
Abilities: Cheerleaders need a high Charisma to charm
everyone. Dexterity is also important since cheerleaders need
to do all sorts of acrobatics, dances and other nonsense.
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